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Educational Objectives
Upon completion of this course, the clinician will be able to do the following:
1. Understand access as the most important phase of nonsurgical root canal treatment
2. Comprehend principles of cavity preparation and proposed guidelines to accurately prepare and fill the radicular pulp space
3. Understand the four parts to endodontic coronal cavity preparation—outline form, convenience form, removal of remaining carious dentin and defective restorations, and cleansing of the cavity
4. Understand the differences in chamber and access shape for each tooth type and protocol to follow when performing on each

Abstract
Adequate access is essential for successful endodontic treatment. Knowledge of pulp chamber morphology, along with an examination of preoperative radiographs, should be integrated when designing the access cavity to a tooth for nonsurgical root canal treatment. Once the coronal cavity has been adequately prepared, including the removal of carious dentin and defective restorations, a variety of instruments can be used in the process itself. Great variance in overall tooth size, morphology, and arch position means that no two access openings are identical, although common access guidelines have been established depending on the location of the tooth. This article is a review of the endodontic access and anatomic landmarks relating to the pulp chamber.

Access is the most important phase of nonsurgical root canal treatment. A well-designed access preparation is essential for an optimum endodontic result. Without adequate access, instruments and materials become difficult to handle properly in the highly complex and variable root canal system. The objectives of access cavity preparation consist of the following:

1. To achieve straight-line access to the apical foramen or to the initial curvature of the canal
2. To locate all root canal orifices
3. To conserve sound tooth structure

The ideal access cavity creates a smooth, straight-line path to the canal system and ultimately to the apex. When prepared correctly, the access cavity allows complete irrigation, shaping, cleaning, and quality obturation. Optimal access results in straight entry into the canal orifice, with the line angles forming a funnel that drops smoothly into the canal(s). Projection of the canal center line to the occlusal surface of the tooth indicates the location of the cavosurface line angles. Connection of the line angles creates the outline form.

Green V. Black’s principles of cavity preparation, including outline, convenience, retention, and resistance forms, should be applied while thinking of an endodontic preparation as a continuum from enamel surface to apex (Figure 1). The entire length of the preparation is the full outline form. Sometimes, this outline may have to be modified for the convenience of a canal anatomy, radicular dilacerations, or insertion of endodontic instruments.

In a study involving 500 pulp chambers, Krasner and Rankow found that the cementoenamel junction (CEJ) was the most important anatomic landmark for determining the number and location of orifices on the chamber floor. In order to accurately prepare and properly fill the radicular pulp space, intracoronal preparation must be correct in size, shape, and inclination. Deutsch and Musikant studied the morphology of the chamber and found that the ceiling of the pulp chamber was at the level of the cementoenamel junction in 97 percent to 98 percent of the maxillary and mandibular molars. These findings should be integrated during the endodontic access preparation.

Developments in electric handpiece engineering allow one motor to provide both low- and high-speed utility. For initial entrance of the coronal cavity preparation through the enamel surface or through a restoration, the ideal cutting instrument is a round-end carbide fissure bur. Manufactured models of this instrument include Maillefer Endo Z bur (Dentsply/Maillefer, Tulsa, Okla.), LA Axxess Diamond (Sybron-Endo), Brasseler H269GK, Axis Dental H269GK-FG, and Meisinger HM23R. For the clinician to master the anatomic concept of cavity prepa-
ration, he must develop a mental three-dimensional image of the interior of the tooth, from the pulp horn to the apical foramen (Figure 3). Unfortunately, conventional radiographs provide only a two-dimensional image of pulp anatomy. It is the third dimension that the clinician must mentally visualize, as a supplement to two-dimensional thinking, if one is to accurately clean, shape, obturate, and fill the total pulp space (Figure 4). The anatomy of the canals dictates modifications of the cavity preparation. If, for example, a fourth canal is found or suspected in a molar tooth, the preparation outline will have to be expanded to allow for easy access into the accessory canal. Endodontic preparations deal with both coronal and radicular access, each of which is achieved separately but ultimately flow together into a single preparation.

Endodontic Coronal Cavity Preparation

I. Outline Form
II. Convenience Form
III. Removal of the Remaining Carious Dentin and Defective Restorations
IV. Cleansing of the Cavity

I. Outline Form
The outline form of the endodontic cavity must be correctly shaped and positioned to establish complete access for instrumentation, from cavosurface margin to apical foramen.

II. Convenience Form
Convenience form, as conceived by Black, is a modification of the cavity outline form to establish greater convenience in the placement of intracoronal restorations. In endodontic therapy, however, this form provides more convenient and accurate preparation and filling of the root canal. Four important benefits are gained through convenience form modifications:
1. Unobstructed access to the canal orifice,
2. Direct access to the apical foramen,
3. Cavity expansion to accommodate filling techniques, and
4. Complete authority over the enlarging instrument (Figure 5).

III. Removal of the Remaining Carious Dentin and Defective Restorations
Caries and defective restorations remaining in an endodontic cavity preparation must be removed for three reasons:
1. To mechanically eliminate as many bacteria as possible from the interior of the tooth
2. To eliminate the discolored tooth structure that may ultimately lead to staining of the crown
3. To reduce the risk of bacterial contamination of the prepared cavity

IV. Cleansing of the Cavity
All of the caries, debris, and necrotic material must be removed from the chamber before the radicular instrumentation is begun. This should be done without the use of an air syringe due to the possibility of an air embolism. Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) should also be used during the access preparation for its added benefits of disinfection, removal of hemorrhagic or purulent fluids, and flushing action of debris and dentin chips.

Common Access

Maxillary Central Incisors
The morphology of the chamber is triangular in design with high pulp horns on mesial and distal aspects of the chamber. The access opening is triangular in shape. The outline form of the access cavity changes to a more oval shape as the tooth matures and the pulp horns recede because the mesial and distal pulp horns are less prominent. A lingual ledge or lingual bulge is often present (Figure A).

Maxillary Lateral Incisors
The chamber is similar to central incisors but proportionately smaller.

The access opening is triangular, similar to maxillary central incisors, and proportionately smaller in the middle third of the lingual surface of the tooth. A lingual ledge may also be present but is usually not clinically significant. If a lingual shoulder of dentin is present, it must be removed before instruments can be used to explore the canal (Figure B).

Maxillary Canine
The chamber shape is usually elliptical or oval. The access opening is oval on the lingual surface and should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and incisal-apically. Because of its shape, the clinician must take care to circumferentially file the access opening labially and palatally to shape and clean the canal properly. A lingual
ledge may be present but is usually not clinically significant (Figure C).

**Maxillary First Premolar**
The chamber is usually oval and maintains a similar width from the occlusal level to the floor, which is located just apical to the cervical line. The palatal orifice is slightly larger than the buccal orifice. In cross section at the CEJ, the palatal orifice is wider buccolingually and kidney-shaped because of its mesial concavity. The access opening is oval on the occlusal surface and should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually. Buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation. The buccal pulp horn usually is larger. There are often ledges of calcification on the buccal and/or lingual walls just coronal to the orifice that may inhibit straight-line access to the canal system (Figure D).

**Maxillary Second Premolar**
The chamber morphology is usually oval. A buccal and a palatal pulp horn are present; the buccal pulp horn is larger. The access opening is oval on the occlusal surface and should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually. The buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation. The single root is oval and wider buccolingually than mesiodistally, so the canal(s) remains oval from the pulp chamber floor and tapers rapidly to the apex (Figure E).

**Maxillary First Molar**
The chamber is usually triangular or square, and the access opening is triangular to slightly square on the occlusal surface. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge, within the middle one-third buccolingually, and mesial to the transverse ridge. Care should be taken not to undermine the transverse ridge during preparation or to extend the access opening so far mesially as to undermine the mesial marginal ridge. The palatal canal orifice is centered palatally, the distobuccal orifice is near the obtuse angle of the pulp chamber floor, and the main mesiobuccal canal orifice (MB-1) is buccal and mesial to the distobuccal orifice positioned within the acute angle of the pulp chamber. The second mesiobuccal canal orifice (MB-2) is located palatal and mesial to the MB-1. A line drawn to connect the three main canal orifices—MB orifice, distobuccal (DB) orifice, and palatal (P) orifice—forms a triangle known as the molar triangle (Figure F).

**Maxillary Second Molar**
This shape of this chamber is usually less triangular and more oval than the maxillary first molar. The access opening is triangular, but becomes more straightened in a mesiobuccal-palatal direction. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge, within the middle one-third buccolingually, and mesial to the transverse ridge. Care should be taken not to undermine the transverse ridge during preparation. The opening begins slightly more distally than in the first molar because of the location of the canal and root structure. When four canals are present, the access cavity preparation of the maxillary second molar has a rhomboid shape and is a smaller version of the access cavity for the maxillary first molar. If only three canals are present, the access cavity is a rounded triangle with the base to the buccal. As with the maxillary first molar, the mesial marginal ridge need not be invaded. Because the tendency in maxillary second molars is for the distobuccal orifice to move closer to a line connecting the MB and P orifices, the triangle becomes more obtuse and the oblique ridge is normally not invaded. If only two canals are present, the access outline form is oval and widest in the buccolingual dimension. Its width corresponds to the mesiodistal width of the pulp chamber, and the oval usually is centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge (Figure G).

**Maxillary Third Molar**
The chamber is usually less triangular and more oval in shape than the maxillary second molar. The access opening is somewhat triangular, but tends to rotate as the DB canal orifice becomes more aligned with the palatal canal. Preparation can begin in the central fossae and proceed in a buccopalatal direction. The access cavity form for the third molar can vary greatly, because the tooth typically has one to three canals that would require the access preparation to be anything from an oval that is widest in the buccolingual dimension to a rounded triangle similar to that used for the maxillary second molar. The MB, DB, and P orifices often lie nearly in a straight line. The resultant access cavity is an oval or a very obtuse triangle (Figure H).

**Mandibular Central and Lateral Incisors**
The chamber shape is triangular to oval in design, with high pulp horns on mesial and distal aspects of the chamber in younger patients. A lingual ledge or lingual bulge may be present, which restricts visualization of the canal orifice and prevents straight-line access of the canal system. Often, the access open-
ing must be extended more lingually in order to obtain straight-line access to the lingual orifice and the canal system.

In addition, all working length films taken of mandibular incisors should be exposed at a slight mesial or distal angle to confirm the presence or absence of a second canal. Due to their small size and internal anatomy, the mandibular incisors may be the most difficult access cavities to prepare. The external outline form may be triangular or oval, depending on the prominence of the mesial and distal pulp horns. When the form is triangular, the incisal base is short and the mesial and distal legs are long incisogingivally, creating a long, compressed triangle. Without prominent mesial and distal pulp horns, the oval external outline form also is narrow mesiodistally and long incisogingivally. Complete removal of the lingual shoulder is critical, because this tooth often has two canals that are buccolingually oriented, and the lingual canal is most often missed. To avoid this, the clinician should extend the access preparation well into the cingulum gingivally. Because the lingual surface of this tooth is not involved with occlusal function, butt joint junctions between the internal walls and the lingual surface are not required (Figure I).

**Mandibular Canine**

The morphology of the chamber is usually elliptical or oval, and a lingual ledge may be present. The access opening is oval on the lingual surface and should be in the middle one-third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and incisal-apically. Preparation of the access cavity for the mandibular canine is oval or slot-shaped. The mesiodistal width corresponds to the mesiodistal width of the pulp chamber. The incisal extension can approach the incisal edge of the tooth for straight-line access, and the gingival extension must penetrate the cingulum to allow a search for a possible lingual canal. As with the mandibular incisors, butt joint relationships between internal walls and the lingual surface are not necessary (Figure J).

**Mandibular First Premolar**

The chamber shape is usually oval or rounded, as is the access opening on the occlusal surface. As in many other circumstances, above, the access opening should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually. Whenever possible, the buccal cusp should be preserved without being undermined during access opening preparation. The oval external outline form of the mandibular first premolar is typically wider mesiodistally than its maxillary counterpart, making it more oval and less slot-shaped. Because of the lingual inclination of the crown, buccal extension can nearly approach the tip of the buccal cusp to achieve straight-line access. Lingual extension barely invades the poorly developed lingual cusp incline. Mesiodistally, the access preparation is centered between the cusp tips. Often the preparation must be modified to allow access to the complex root canal anatomy frequently seen in the apical half of the tooth root (Figure K).

**Mandibular Second Premolar**

As with the mandibular first premolar, the chamber morphology is usually oval or rounded, as is the access opening on the occlusal surface. Additionally, the access opening should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually, and the buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation. There are at least two variations in the external anatomy that affect the access cavity form of the mandibular second premolar. First, because the crown typically has a smaller lingual inclination, less extension up the buccal cusp incline is required to achieve straight-line access. Second, the lingual half of the tooth is more fully developed. Consequently, the lingual access extension is typically halfway up the lingual cusp incline. The mandibular second premolar can have two lingual cusps, sometimes of equal size. When this occurs, the access preparation is centered mesiodistally on a line connecting the buccal cusp and the lingual groove between the lingual cusp tips. When the mesiolingual cusp is larger than the distolabial cusp, the lingual extension of the oval outline form is just distal to the tip of the mesiolingual cusp (Figure L).

**Mandibular First Molar**

The chamber is usually triangular to square in shape. The access opening is triangular to slightly square on the occlusal surface, and its preparation should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge and primarily within the mesial half of the occlusal surface, keeping in mind that the distal extension of the access opening should extend into the distal half of the tooth. The access cavity for the mandibular first molar is typically trapezoid or rhomboid regardless of the number of canals present. When four or more canals are present, the corners of the trapezoid or rhombus should correspond to the positions of the main orifices. Mesially, the access need not invade the marginal ridge. Distal extension must allow straight-line access to the distal canal(s). The buccal wall forms a straight connection between the MB.
Mandibular Second Molar
The chamber morphology is usually triangular. The opening of the access is triangular, but tends to straighten in a mesiodistal direction if two separate orifices are not present in the mesial root. Preparation should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge and primarily within the mesial half of the occlusal surface, although the distal extension of the access opening should extend into the distal half of the tooth. When three canals are present, the access cavity is very similar to that for the mandibular first molar, although perhaps a bit more triangular and less rhomboid. The distal orifice is less often ribbon-shaped buccolingually; therefore, the buccal and lingual walls converge more aggressively distally to form a triangle. The second molar may have only two canals, one mesial and one distal, in which case the orifices are nearly equal in size and line up in the buccolingual center of the tooth. The access cavity for a two-canal second molar is rectangular, wide mesiodistally and narrow buccolingually. The access cavity for a single-canal mandibular second molar is oval and is lined up in the center of the occlusal surface (Figure N).

Mandibular Third Molar
The morphology of the chamber is usually less triangular and more oval than the mandibular second molar. The access opening is also triangular to oval, with a pulp chamber that tends to be very large and very deep. The anatomy of the mandibular third molar is very unpredictable, and the access cavity can take any of several shapes. When three or more canals are present, a traditional rounded triangle or rhombus is typical. When two canals are present, a rectangle is used, and for single-canal molars, an oval. Significant ethnic variation can be seen in the incidence of C-shaped root canal systems. This anatomy is much more common in Asians than Caucasians. Investigators in Japan6 and China7 found a 31.5 percent incidence of C-shaped canals. Others found the occurrence of C-shaped canals in a Chinese population to be 23 percent in mandibular first molars and 31.5 percent in mandibular second molars. Another study found an incidence rate of 19.1 percent in Lebanese subjects,8 whereas a different investigation found that 32.7 percent of Koreans had a C-shaped canal morphology in mandibular second molars.9 The access cavity for teeth with a C-shaped root canal system varies considerably and depends on the pulp morphology of the specific tooth. These teeth pose a considerable technical challenge; however, use of the DOM, sonic and ultrasonic instrumentation, and plasticized obturation techniques greatly increase the likelihood of a successful treatment.

Conclusion
Adequate access is essential for successful non-surgical endodontic treatment. A straight line to the canal system that ultimately leads to the apex may achieve optimal results when it is based on knowledge of the internal morphology and observance of the principles of cavity preparation.
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1. The most important phase of nonsurgical root canal treatment is:
   a. Cavity preparation
   b. Access opening
   c. Pulp chambers
   d. All of the above
2. When prepared correctly, the access cavity allows complete irrigation, shaping, cleaning, and quality of obturation.
   a. True
   b. False
3. The principles of cavity preparation should be applied while thinking of an endodontic preparation as a continuum from enamel surface to apex. These principles include:
   a. Retention
   b. Outline
   c. Resistance forms
   d. All of the above
4. Shape, size, and inclination must be correct in intracoronal preparation in order to:
   a. Study the morphology of the chamber
   b. Mentally visualize the third dimension
   c. Accurately prepare and properly fill the radicular pulp space
   d. Determine the location of pulp chambers and root canal orifices
5. The clinician must develop a two-dimensional visual in order to fully understand the anatomic concept of cavity preparation, as the endodontic cavity preparation and pulp anatomy are inseparable.
   a. True
   b. False
6. Endodontic preparations deal with both coronal and radicular access, each of which is achieved separately but ultimately flow together into a single preparation.
   a. True
   b. False
7. How must the endodontic cavity's outline form be shaped and positioned to correctly establish complete access for instrumentation?
   a. Must have direct access to the apical foramen
   b. Positioned from the cavosurface margin to apical foramen
   c. Oval in shape
   d. Access opening is triangular
8. The convenience form:
   a. Provides a convenient and accurate preparation and filling of the root canal
   b. Provides completes authority over the enlarging instrument
   c. Modifies the cavity outline form to establish greater convenience in placement of intracoronal restorations
   d. All of the above
9. Why must remaining caviar and defective restorations be removed?
   a. To eliminate as many bacteria as possible from the interior tooth
   b. To eliminate the discolored tooth structure that may ultimately lead to staining of the crown
   c. Both of the above
   d. None of the above
10. When cleansing the cavity, access preparation should include:
   a. Removal of purulent fluids
   b. Removal of hemorrhagic fluids
   c. Flushing action of debris and dentin chips
   d. All of the above
11. Due to the possibility of an air embolism, necrotic material must be removed from the chamber with an air syringe before the radicular instrumentation is begun.
   a. True
   b. False
12. The outline form of the access cavity for maxillary central incisors changes to a more oval shape as the tooth matures and the pulp horns recede.
   a. True
   b. False
13. In maxillary lateral incisors, the chamber is:
   a. Triangular in shape
   b. Proportionately larger in the middle third of the lingual surface of the tooth
   c. Both of the above
   d. None of the above
14. Due to the shape of the maxillary canine chamber:
   a. The buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation.
   b. The oval is usually centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge.
   c. The access opening must be filed labially and palatally to shape and clean the canal properly.
   d. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge.
15. Due to the shape of the maxillary first premolar chamber:
   a. The buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation.
   b. The oval is usually centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge.
   c. The access opening must be filed labially and palatally to shape and clean the canal properly.
   d. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge.
16. Due to the shape of the maxillary second premolar chamber:
   a. The buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation.
   b. The oval is usually centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge.
   c. The access opening must be filed labially and palatally to shape and clean the canal properly.
   d. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge.
17. Due to the maxillary first molar chamber shape:
   a. The buccal and lingual cusps should not be undermined during access opening preparation.
   b. The oval is usually centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge.
   c. The access opening must be filed labially and palatally to shape and clean the canal properly.
   d. Preparation of the access should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge.
18. The shape of the maxillary second molar chamber is usually more oval and less triangular than the maxillary first molar.
   a. True
   b. False
19. When four canals are present, the access cavity preparation of the maxillary second molar:
   a. Has an oval shape and is a smaller version of the access cavity for the maxillary first molar
   b. Has an oval shape and is widest in the buccolingual dimension
   c. Has a triangular shape that is centered between the mesial pit and the mesial edge of the oblique ridge
   d. Has a rhomboid shape and is a smaller version of the access cavity for the maxillary first molar
20. The access cavity form of the third molar can vary greatly, because the tooth typically has more canals.
   a. One to two canals
   b. One to three canals
   c. Two to three canals
   d. Two to four canals
21. Visualization of the canal orifice and straight-line access of the canal system for mandibular central and lateral incisors are restricted due to the presence of:
   a. High pulp horns on distal aspects of chamber
   b. High pulp horns on mesial aspects of chamber
   c. A lingual ledge
   d. None of the above
22. With mandibular central and lateral incisors, complete removal of the lingual shoulder is inconsequential, because this tooth often has two canals that are buccolingually oriented, and the lingual canal is often missed.
   a. True
   b. False
23. For the mandibular canine, the access opening:
   a. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually
   b. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and incisal-apically
   c. Is usually oval or rounded
   d. None of the above
24. For the mandibular first premolar, the access opening:
   a. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually
   b. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and incisal-apically
   c. Is usually oval or rounded
   d. None of the above
25. For the mandibular second premolar, the access opening:
   a. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and buccolingually
   b. Should be in the middle third of the tooth, both mesiodistally and incisal-apically
   c. Is usually oval or rounded
   d. None of the above
26. The access cavity form of the mandibular second premolar is affected by which variation in the external anatomy:
   a. Smaller lingual inclination of the crown
   b. More fully developed lingual half of the tooth
   c. Both of the above
   d. None of the above
27. For the mandibular first molar, the access opening may be slightly square, and its preparation should be distal to the mesial marginal ridge and primarily within the mesial half of the occlusal surface.
   a. True
   b. False
28. The distal orifice of the mandibular second molar is less often ribbon-shaped buccolingually; therefore:
   a. The buccal and lingual walls converge more aggressively distally to form a triangle
   b. The buccal and lingual walls converge more aggressively mesiodistally to form a rhomboid
   c. The buccal and lingual walls converge more aggressively mesiodistally to form a triangle
   d. The two canals, one mesial and one distal, line up in the buccolingual center of the tooth
29. Investigators in Japan and China found a significantly increased incidence of C-shaped root canal systems:
   a. 19.1 percent
   b. 23 percent
   c. 31.5 percent
   d. 32.7 percent
30. A straight line to the canal system that ultimately leads to the apex may achieve optimal results when it is based on knowledge of the internal morphology and observance of the principles of cavity preparation.
   a. True
   b. False
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2. Comprehend principles of cavity preparation and proposed guidelines to accurately prepare and fill the radicular pulp space.
3. Understand the four parts to endodontic coronal cavity preparation—outline form, convenience form, removal of remaining carious dentin and defective restorations, and cleansing of the cavity.
4. Understand the differences in channel access and classic knife shape for each tooth type and protocol to follow when performing on each.
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